
How to install Webtrends Optimize 
on your website / web application

Sample Client: 
Tagging Guide for Web



What is Webtrends Optimize®? 
Webtrends Optimize is a real-time Experimentation, Targeting and Personalisation platform, 
allowing companies to grow their digital properties and presence with data to support their 
decisions.  
 
With Testing/Experimentation, it allows you to validate different versions of your digital 
properties (Web, Server, App, etc.), by running multiple versions of an Element, Feature, Page. 
Journey etc. side-by-side in a blind study, and measuring how users respond to each version. 
This data is presented back to you, with calculations to help determine which one is the best 
option to go with. 
 
With Targeting/Personalisation, you can help to put the right content in front of the right 
users, including messaging, banners, recommendations, or even the right type of journey.

Tagging guide for Web

What is the Webtrends Optimize® tag?
For Web, you build variations of your element, feature, page etc. in our UI. These are served 
to the page as transformations, using JavaScript and CSS. In order for these variations to 
reach your page, you must install our JavaScript <SCRIPT> tag on your website, to run across 
all pages where you intend to run a project or perform any tracking activity. Doing so will 
enable Webtrends Optimize to communicate with the User's web page, for Optimisation or 
Measurement activities as required.

How else can I integrate with Webtrends Optimize®?
All of the below methods can be used for AB/n and MVT Testing, Personalisation and  
Conversion Tracking.  
 
REST API: Receive a JSON response. Usually consumed with Server-Side/IoT device script. 
JSONP API: Receive a JSONP response. Usually consumed with JS to bypass CORS issues. 
STATEFUL API: A URL-redirection service, typically used to test images and CSS scripts. 
MOBILE SDK: iOS and Android SDKs, and framework wrappers available.
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Tag Code for Sample Client: 

Tagging guide for Web

Tag Placement
It is essential that the tag be placed into the <head> tag of each page. Alternative integrations 
are likely to cause content flickering. The tag works to ensure this isn't possible, as long as it is 
placed in the correct place. 
 
If you're using Schema.org or have Data Layers or Meta Tag attributes in the <head>, it is also 
recommended to place the Webtrends Optimize tag after it. Doing so will enable us to 
consume this data, feeding it into our tag for more advanced Segmentation.

Note: Line breaks have only been applied for visual purposes. Feel free to leave them out when installing the tag.

Tag Management Containers
Most tag managers, including Google Tag Manager, are loaded asynchronously, and so  
inherently do not support flickerless testing - the tag itself may load into the page after some 
visual elements have already rendered, let alone the scripts it then tries to load in.  
 
If the tag management container is synchronous (e.g. Tealium), you may be able to deliver 
subsequent tags without flicker. 
 
Whilst unsupported, note that the Webtrends Optimize tag will typically function if injected 
via. a Tag Manager. For experiences which do not affect elements which are visible when the 
page initially loads in (e.g. presenting Lightboxes or Social Proofing messages), this limitation 
may suffice for your use-case.

<script 

  type="text/javascript" 

  src="https://c.webtrends-optimize.com/acs/accounts/abcdefgh-1234-ijkl-5678-mnopqrstuvwx/js/wt.js"> 

</script>
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